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ABSTRACT

It is important in a virtual auditory display (VAD) system to repro-
duce not only static sound information, but also dynamic variation
of sound. Thus, to achieve a highly precise virtual auditory dis-
play system, the system should be responsive to a listener’s head
movement. However, system latency (SL), in which the listener’s
head movement is reflected in the sound, certainly exists. If SL
is detectable to the listener, it results in incongruousness. Conse-
quently, the detection threshold (DT) of SL must be well inves-
tigated and SL should be sufficiently smaller than it. However,
there have been relatively few studies on the DT of SL. Moreover,
as inter-subject differences have been reported, it is necessary to
examine DT in more detail. In this study, the DT and difference
limen (DL) were investigated using two kinds of experiments and
compared. As a result, averaged DT and DL over listeners were
estimated to be 94 ms and 70 ms, respectively. Moreover, a strong
correlation between the DT and DL (r=0.81 (p < .01)) was ob-
served. This may mean that DL can be regarded as DT when
the minimum system latency of the system is sufficiently small.
Therefore, by taking the average of our results and previous stud-
ies, DT of SL was estimated as being around 75 ms.

1. INTRODUCTION

We can localize a sound position using HRTFs (Head Related Trans-
fer Functions) empirically [1]. In virtual auditory display (VAD), a
perceived sound position can be arbitrarily controlled by convolv-
ing of HRTFs to a sound source. To prevent cross-talk between
two channels, headphones are usually used in a VAD system.

In sound localization, dynamic change of HRTFs is one of
the most important cues [2]. Especially, when we move our head
while listening, the accuracy of localization is markedly enhanced
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. That is, it is important in a VAD system
to reproduce not only static sound information, but also dynamic
variation of sound.

In the production of a virtual sound image via headphones,
however, the whole virtual world moves according to the head
movement if a listener’s head movement is not reflected in the con-
trol of the sound position. This does not occur in the real world,
and leads to the listener’s perception of front-back error and/or lat-
eralization [1, 11] as a result. Therefore, in a VAD system with
headphones, a three-dimensional position sensor is usually em-
ployed to obtain information on the listener’s head position and
movement [5, 12, 13]. Appropriate HRTFs are then set accord-
ing to the position of sound relative to head direction and position.

This means that when a listener’s head moves, a virtual sound im-
age is simulated so as to move in the opposite direction to express
a fixed real sound source. On the other hand, system latency (SL)
or total system latency (TSL), in which the listener’s movement
is reflected in the sound, necessarily arises. SL is the sum of the
times, after position data is updated, to interpolate HRTFs, to con-
volve the HRTFs to a sound source, and to output the data through
buffers.

To render the virtual world more realistic by VAD, SL should
be as short as possible. In particular, it is crucial to design and
examine SL considering the detection threshold (DT), which is a
minimum delay time to distinguish that the output is delayed. If the
SL of VAD is longer than DT, the delay caused by SL is detected
by the listener. As a result, the listener feels that the virtual sound
image is not fixed in the virtual world, but moves according to head
movement with a delay after his/her head has stopped. This does
not occur for a fixed sound source in the real world. Therefore,
it is important to investigate DT and make SL sufficiently smaller
than DT.

Few researchers, however, have examined DT of SL. Besides,
in most reported studies, the difference limen (DL), which is a
threshold to distinguish two different delay times, was examined
instead of DT and was regarded as DT. For example, Kimuraet al.
[14] applied paired comparison in their experiments and estimated
DL to be around 80 ms. Brungartet al. [15] reported that the
average listener is able to reliably detect an SL greater than 82 ms
by comparison, the shortest SL being 11.7 ms. They also reported
that the values of DL for nine listeners ranged from 60 ms to 120
ms. This indicates that there are large inter-subject differences in
DL.

On the other hand, Sasakiet al. [16] examined DT and DL in
two experiments and reported that with values of about 50 ms, the
two generally agreed. However, since the number of listeners in
studies by Sasakiet al. [16] was small, the inter-subject differences
could not be well examined. If the DT is in good agreement with
the DL, there must be large inter-subject differences in DT, too. It
thus seems necessary to investigate DT in more detail, including
the relationship between DT and DL.

In the present study, therefore, two kinds of experiments with
absolute judgement and with paired comparison were applied to
estimate DT and DL, respectively. Then, the relationship between
DT and DL as well as their inter-subject differences were exam-
ined.
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2. VAD SYSTEM

A software VAD system that we developed [17] was used in the
experiments. The system consisted of a pair of headphones, a mag-
netic position sensor, and a personal computer (3.06 GHz Pentium
4 CPU, 2 GByte memory), as shown in Figure 1. The operating
system of the personal computer was Linux (Kernel 2.6). Electro-
static open–back type headphones were used (STAX SRS-2020,
earspeaker: SR-202 and driver unit: SRM-212). Polhemus FAS-
TRAK was used as the magnetic position sensor. The receiver
detects the magnetic field generated by a transmitter and calcu-
lates its relativex, y, z-position and yaw, pitch, roll-rotation to the
transmitter. In our system, one receiver was installed on the top
of the STAX headphones and 120 samples per second of position
data could be acquired. The system latency of this VAD system
was 9.93 ms, including the latency of the position sensor.

Figure 1:System configuration.

Impulse responses corresponding to HRTFs,i.e., HRIRs (Head
Related Impulse Responses), were measured with a spherical speaker
array installed in an anechoic room of the authors’ institute (Fig-
ure 2). HRIRs for sound sources located 1.5 m from the center
of the spherical array were measured with an equal interval angle
of 5 degrees in the horizontal plane and 10 degrees in the medium
plane. As a result, HRIRs for 1154 (i.e., 72×16+2) directions were
measured for each listener. To realize smooth rendering, measured
HRIRs were interpolated to obtain those for any directions with
a resolution of 0.1 degrees [18]. HRIRs were temporally divided
into a main response part and an initial delay part, so that the peak
point in every direction of HRIRs becomes same at the main re-
sponse part. The length of the main response of each HRIR was set
at 256, with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. On the other hand,
the length of the initial delay part was variable and was recorded
as integer value in terms of samples. Then, the main response
part and the length of the initial delay part of each HRIR were
separately loaded into the PC memory. Interpolated HRIRs were
derived from four adjacent HRIRs, using linear weighting of the
four main response parts and the four lengths of the initial delay
part, respectively.

Figure 2:Spherical speaker array to measure HRIRs.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Measurement of detection threshold (DT) based on abso-
lute evaluation

3.1.1. Method

A virtual sound source rendered with five kinds of different la-
tencies was presented to a listener, who was then asked to judge
whether he/she was aware of the delay of the sound stimulus or
not.

In previous studies [14, 15, 16], the DL/DT was measured by
applying the same range of delay times for all listeners. How-
ever, considering the observed inter-subject difference in DL [15],
it must be better to select an appropriate range of delay times for
each listener. Thus, in the present study, the range of delay times
was set individually for each listener based on a preliminary ex-
periment.

The maximum delay time,SLmax, was determined for each
listener as the time at which he/she could clearly distinguish a de-
layed sound stimulus from the minimum system latency, SLmin
(9.93 ms), by paired comparison. Then, five kinds of delay time
between SLmin andSLmaxwere prepared for each listener, namely,

SLmin,
SLmax+3SLmin

4
,

SLmax+SLmin
2

,
3SLmax+SLmin

4
, andSLmax.

In one trial, one of these five kinds of latencies was randomly se-
lected and sound rendered with this latency was presented for 4 s.
Each of the five kinds of latency randomly appeared six times in
one session. Each listener participated in five sessions. As a result,
one specific latency was presented 30 times to one listener in all
the sessions.

The experiment was performed in a soundproof room. Lis-
teners were six male and four female young adults with normal
hearing. A listener sat on a chair in the room. Stimuli were gen-
erated by convolving the listener’s own HRTFs to a sound source
with the VAD mentioned in Sec. 2. The original sound source was
a steady sound consisting of 100 harmonic tones with a fundamen-
tal frequency of 100 Hz. Thus the frequency spectrum ranged from
100 Hz to 10 kHz. Moreover, the envelope of the frequency spec-
trum decayed at the rate of−3 dB per octave. At the beginning of a
trial, a virtual sound source was first presented in front of a listener.
To regulate head movement, a listener was asked to move his/her
head only one cycle (front-right-left-front or front-left-right-front)
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during presentation of a stimulus.

3.1.2. Experimental results and estimation of detection thresh-
old (DT)

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the system latency and
the rate of a listener’s awareness of the delay (positive answers).
This figure shows that the rate of positive answers monotonically
increased as the system latency increased. Such a monotonic rela-
tionship was observed for all of the listeners.

Detection thresholds are usually defined as the stimulus value
when the rate of positive answers crosses the central rate between
the chance level and 100%. It is typically 50% in absolute judge-
ment and 75% in two–interval judgement. In the present study,
however, since a certain positive rate was observed for the shortest
system latency, the following procedure was applied to estimate
the detection threshold from the experimental results.

1. A logistic function was fitted to the experimental results
(solid lines in the panels of Figure 3).

2. b was defined as the rate at which the fitting line crossed the
y-intercept.

3. DT was estimated as the system latency which corresponded
to (b +

100−b
2

) = c% of the rate on the fitting line.

Table 1 shows the DT of each listener. The average DT for ten
listeners was calculated as 94 ms. This result corresponds to the
difference limen (DL) reported by Kimuraet al. [14] and Brungart
et al. [15]. Moreover, as also reported by Brungartet al., a large
inter-subject difference was observed,i.e., the DT ranged from 42
ms to 132 ms as shown in Table 1.

3.2. Measurement of difference limen (DL) based on paired
comparison

3.2.1. Method

Another experiment was performed using paired comparison. Con-
ditions were almost same as in the case of absolute evaluation. A
pair of different system latencies, which were selected from the
five kinds of latencies stated in the previous section, was presented
to a listener, who was asked to judge which sound stimulus in a
pair had the larger delay time. Each stimulus interval in a pair
was 4 s, respectively, and the inter-stimulus interval was 2 s as
shown in Figure 4. Each of the ten kinds of combinations (5C2)
for latencies randomly appeared two times in one session. Each
listener participated in 15 sessions. Therefore, one specific combi-
nation was presented 30 times to one listener through all sessions.
If the listener found it difficult to distinguish the difference, he/she
could listen to the same pair of stimuli as many times as he/she
liked. Actually, however, all the listeners could answer within one
or two repetitions in almost all cases.

3.2.2. Experimental results and estimation of difference limen
(DL)

Thurstone’s law of comparative judgment (case V) [19] was used
to calculate the interval scale from the experimental results. In
this calculation to derive the interval scales, no correlations and
equal discriminal variances between any of the stimuli were as-
sumed. Such interval scales can be interpreted as relative psycho-
metric distances between the stimuli. The scale values were then
described in units of JND (Just Noticeable Difference). When the
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Figure 3:Rate of positive answers as a function of system latency.
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Table 1: Detection threshold (DT) of each of the ten listeners and its average.

Listener 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average
DT [ms] 76 95 105 132 42 119 121 91 92 73 94

Figure 4:Time chart of stimuli.

distance between the scales for two stimuli is larger than unity, it
means that a listener can distinguish the stimuli. Figure 5 shows
the relationship between the system latency and the calculated rat-
ing scale.

The difference limen (DL) of each listener was then estimated
by the following procedure:

1. Calculated scale values were connected by segments (solid
segments in the panels of Figure 5).

2. The timex at which a segment crossed 1.0 JND was derived
from each panel.

3. DL was estimated as(x − 9.93) ms.

Table 2 shows the estimated DL of each listener. For example,
in the case of Listener 6,x of about 100 was derived and then
DL was estimated to be about 90 ms. For Listener 9, however, the
rating scale atSLmax was only slightly larger than 1.0. This means
that the latency difference between the two extreme conditions was
just noticeable for this listener. Therefore, Listener 9 was excluded
from the average calculation and the average was calculated for the
other nine listeners.

Thus, the average DL for nine listeners was 70∗ ms. This value
is consistent with the values reported by Kimuraet al. (ca. 80 ms)
and Brungartet al. (ca. 82 ms). A large inter-subject difference
was again observed,i.e., the DL ranged from 30 ms to 118 ms (or
174 ms) as shown in Table 2.

3.3. Comparison of detection threshold (DT) and difference
limen (DL)

As a result of the two experiments, detection thresholds (DT) and
difference limens (DL) were derived. In this section, we examine
the relationships between them.

Averaged DT and DL were 94 ms and 70 ms, respectively.
Since there were large inter-subject differences in both DT and DL,
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Figure 5:Rating scale as a function of system latency.
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Table 2: Difference limen (DL) of each of the ten listeners as well as its average.

Listener 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average∗

DL [ms] 30 73 84 118 33 91 70 57 (174) 77 70∗

(* Listener 9 was excluded when calculating the average)

a correlation coefficient between them was calculated to compare
them for each of the listeners. Figure 6 shows the relationships
between DT and DL of the nine listeners except for Listener 9.
Correlation coefficientr is 0.81 (p < .01). Therefore, there was a
strong correlation between DT and DL.
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Figure 6:Relationships between DT and DL (r=0.81).

“To detect a delay”must have almost the same meaning as
“to distinguish a delay condition from a no-delay condition.”On
the other hand, the DL estimated in the present study is that which
corresponds to the latency distinguishable from minimum system
latency. The minimum system latency (SLmin) of VAD which we
applied was 9.93 ms, much shorter than the estimated DT and DL.
Thus, if the SLmin condition can be regarded as a (almost) no-delay
condition, the estimated DL in this study could be considered to be
equivalent to DT.

Brungartet al. estimated DL to be 82 ms with a VAD system
of which the minimum system latency was 11.7 ms. Moreover,
Sasakiet al. applied a VAD system with a minimum system la-
tency of 17 ms and estimated DL to be 50 ms. These TSLs are
much shorter than the estimated DLs, and therefore we believe
that these DLs can be regarded as directly corresponding to DTs.
Given the overall average of these values, we conclude that the de-
tection threshold of TSL in VAD can be estimated to be around 75
ms.

Kimura et al. applied a VAD with a minimum system latency
of 56 ms and estimated DL as being around 80 ms. It is difficult to
regard this TSL of 56 ms as a no-delay condition. Nevertheless, if
a linear relationship between system latency and rating scale can
be assumed, DL values can be regarded as representing DT even
if the minimum system latency cannot be regarded as a no-delay
condition. Actually, as shown in Figure 5, the rating scales of most
of the listeners could be well fitted by linear functions. Thus, it is
reasonable that the DL estimated by Kimuraet al. (80 ms) is close
to the detection threshold estimated in the present study (75 ms).

4. CONCLUSIONS

To investigate the detection threshold and difference limen, two
types of experiments were performed. The average DT and DL
for listeners were estimated to be 94 ms and 70 ms, respectively.
These values are in good agreement with the DLs reported in pre-
vious studies.

A strong correlation was observed between DT and DL (r=0.81
(p < .01)). Since the minimum system latency of the VAD system
which we applied (9.93 ms) is far smaller than these values, we
regard our estimated DL to be equivalent to DT. Our results indi-
cate that DT can be estimated by DL when the minimum system
latency of the system is sufficiently small. Therefore, we conclude
that the DL estimated by Sasakiet al. [16] and Brungartet al. [15]
can be considered to be DT. Thus, by taking the average of our
result of DT, DL and the DL estimated in two previous studies, we
estimated the detection threshold of the system latency in VAD as
being around 75 ms.

However, inter-subject differences which were observed in DT
and DL were large. Thus, further investigation of details of inter-
subject differences seems to be an important problem for future
study.
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